
Put Me In Coach, I’m Ready To
Play
While chuckling through one of the daytime serials that my
mother insists upon DVRing while she drives the school bus, a
newsbreak  came  on  and  announced  the  following:  “A  little
league player is told that he can no longer pitch because he
is too good. He throws a 40mph fast ball.” Nine-year old
Jericho Scott is like many a young man who enjoys playing
baseball in a summer league in Connecticut; however, he finds
himself in the middle of a full blown controversy. Opposing
teams have forfeited games when they see the pitcher on the
mound. Officials for the league have threatened to dismantle
Jericho’s team, and either redistribute the players to the
other teams, or offer the kids a refund of the $50 sign-up
fee. However, Jericho’s coach has not given up and refuses to
disband the team.

I suppose there are two ways to look at this. I’m not sure
that at nine years of age, I would like to face an opposing
pitcher who threw at 40mph. Parents may not want to face the
outcome if their child is hit by a ball of such velocity.
However, it was reported that Jericho has yet to have his
pitches hit even one batter.  Would this not make the opposing
teams WANT to work even harder?

If you ask me, the one who is really suffering is Jericho,
himself.  He  misses  doing  what  he  loves  to  do:  pitching.
Although he has played different positions, should he have to
suffer  when  he  has  been  told  that  he  is  really  good  at
something? While thinking about the article, I began to see
similarities  to  Jericho’s  dilemma  and  adults  in  the  work
place. Many times, a person is told that he is OVER-qualified
for a position because they have received advanced training in
the  field  for  which  they  have  applied.  Am  I  correct  in
assuming  that  this  often  boils  down  to  the  prospective
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employer not wanting to pay the person for time learning the
trade?

I just think that this is a sad tale and a terrible position
in which to place a nine-year-old. Punishing a child because
he is “too good” is a horrible message to send to a child.

Ironically, this came to light mere days after a team from
Hawaii defeated their Mexican opponents to capture the Little
League World Series crown.


